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education means everything
to me. it opened so many
doors in my life and made me
a better person.

Welfare Rights Initiative is
truly a collaborative learning
—Student Leader, Wri Cohort 19
experience. We are excited
to start our 19th year as
a vibrant, student-led movement dedicated to
making education a steppingstone to life-changing
opportunity. Based at CUNY-Hunter College, our
programs help low-income students ignite better
possibilities in their lives.
We believe families receiving welfare shouldn’t
have to choose between their survival and a chance
to lift themselves and their children to higher
ground through higher education. This is why we
are so proud of the 400+ graduates of WRI’s Community Leadership Training 7-credit, two-semester
course. We inspire undergraduates to get the skills
and credentials they need to advance professionally, and benefit their communities.
Our student leaders have left an indelible mark on
New York City’s economic and education policies.
Their shared passion and genuine voices contributed to the passage and implementation of the nys
work study and internship law. This law is the
most effective legal advocacy tool for keeping thousands of students in school without sacrificing the
economic security of their families. For the past 18
years, WRI students gave their time and talents to
make this happen. Many of those who contributed
to this legislative victory gained a calling to civic
participation that will better society for generations
to come.
WRI has always represented CUNY’s longstanding
tradition of welcoming diverse, marginalized and
impoverished people into the corridors of higher
education. As we look ahead to our milestone 20th
anniversary in 2015, we are busy planning for future
expansion and replication of our successful social
change model. Our progress simply wouldn’t be
possible without compassionate supporters like
you. Stay informed about upcoming events and
activities by following us on Facebook or Twitter.
Thank you for sharing our vision.
Respectfully,
Dillonna and Maureen

Class in
Session:
Advocates
in Training

Every Wednesday on the 6th floor of Hunter College,
students bring their energy, experiences and ambition
to the WRI Community Leadership Program.
This groundbreaking academic course is designed for personal and
professional transformation, especially for low-income college students
seeking a way out of poverty.
During class, we expose our enthusiastic learners to interactive exercises
that engage thoughtful discussions and reinforce essential advocacy
and organizing skills. From active listening and meeting facilitation, to
civic leadership and public speaking, we prepare students to put theories
of leadership development into actual practice. Participants also touch
history as they listen to the wisdom and experiences of scholars and
guest lecturers including renowned sociologist and author Dr. Ruth Sidel,
and legal experts and advocates such as CUNY Law professors Stephen
Loffredo, Lynn Lu and Degna Levister.
By the second semester, WRI students become stronger advocates equipped
with new knowledge and practical strategies for addressing challenging
scenarios. For example, we cover how to prepare for and navigate
administrative fair hearings that often threaten termination of their public
benefits. Other students have the opportunity to work alongside WRI staff
as interns focused on overcoming public policy and legal obstacles that
hinder access to education.
Each May, the Community Leadership Program culminates with a festive
class “graduation” ceremony where students come together with friends,
families, faculty, program partners and WRI alumni to celebrate and reflect
on the past year. Their moving stories of personal discovery and proud
achievements are the highlight of the event, which also raises funds to
sustain the organization’s year-round programs.

•

Legal Assistance
Prevents College dropouts
WRI is currently seeking new funding sources to develop a
“Know Your Rights” workshop series specifically for high
school students in New York City’s poorest communities.
Unfortunately college isn’t always on their radar. We also
know the college application and financial aid process can
be daunting. Too many young people will remain stuck in
poverty if we don’t provide clearer pathways to educational
opportunities that lead to living wage jobs. If you are
interested in supporting this initiative, please contact WRI
today.

•

Every year, WRI’s Legal Advocacy helps
nearly 500 students on public assistance
continue their college matriculation. In 2013,
this partnership with the CUNY School
of Law fielded double the inquiries from
undergraduates in danger of losing their
benefits due to misinformation and difficulties
navigating the complex, often confusing, rules
and regulations related to welfare compliance
and workfare requirements.
In addition to case-specific support and legal advisement, WRI
offers monthly “Know Your Rights” workshops free of charge to
college students struggling financially to stay in school. Roxanna
Henry, WRI’s Legal Advocacy Organizer says:
“Our legal and advocacy services make sure
college students understand and assert their
rights to avoid dropping out of school. We arm
them with accurate information and effective
strategies for maintaining housing, financial
support and other benefits to get them through
the immediate crisis and build for longer-term
economic stability.”
Read about Hirah Mir, an accomplished PhD candidate
who at age 17 turned to WRI for legal assistance when she
was told she wouldn’t be able to attend college because of
welfare-to-work requirements.
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Student leaders engaged in campus organizing at Hunter College.

“our commitment of legal resources to
advance grassroots organizing efforts
both borrows from ’60s-era strategies
and attempts to move beyond them.
We encourage our students to think
creatively, though perhaps with some
humility, about the various ways in which
law and its practitioners can contribute
to movements for progressive social
change.”

— Stephen Loffredo, Supervising Attorney at

CUNY School of Law

Meet our intern
Meet Jack Skelton, a community
organizing student at the Silberman
School of Social Work, Hunter College,
and a Welfare Rights Initiative Intern for
the 2013-2014 academic year.
How did you first learn about
the organization?
Executive Director Maureen Lane
spoke on a panel during my
community organizing class at
Hunter. She shared her experiences
as a student in the very first WRI
cohort 19 years ago. She talked about
the movement’s policy work with the
New York state legislature. I learned
how they empower and educate
students on public assistance as they
fight to stay in school without losing
their benefits.

Why did you decide to get
involved?

i want to learn
from Wri’s model
of balancing
individual
and structural
advocacy by
empowering
individuals to
change first their
own situations and
then the systems
themselves.

Over the past three years, I worked
at a NYC program serving homeless
and street-involved young adults. I was very aware of the
difficulties people face within the public assistance system.
I spent countless hours on the phone with welfare case
workers advocating for clients who have been sanctioned
because a welfare center lost their paperwork, or because
they missed a work assignment for medical reasons or
because child care fell through, or because they did not
have transportation to get to their appointment.
I was angry at the systems that literally left clients
hungry and homeless and then punished them for
struggling to keep appointments when it was all they
could do to survive. I was angry both because I love
my clients and because I see our fates as intimately
connected. Although I have never been on public
assistance, I recognize that it was only through sheer
luck that I was not born into poverty. My good fortune
and a fair amount of privilege are why I avoided
this fate. There is a quote commonly attributed to an

Aboriginal woman, “If you have come
to help me, you are wasting your time.
But if you have come because your
liberation is bound up with mine, then
let us walk together.” This philosophy is
what inspired me to join WRI. I was fed
up working within constant crisis that
left little resources to support clients
in developing self-advocacy skills or
creating broader changes. I wanted to be
a part of something with greater reach
and the potential for bigger impact.

What do you hope to accomplish at WRI?
I’m excited to work with a program that is dedicated to
creating change in a sustainable way. This internship
gives me a unique opportunity to address structural
barriers that reinforce poverty on individual and
institutional levels. Ending poverty requires education,
better job options, and personal empowerment. We
have to create a path to these resources. WRI makes
sure people know their rights. I want to learn from their
organizing model, which encourages people to first
change their own situations, and then use their strengths
to address wider system reform.
Every year, WRI offers all the students in the Community
Leadership Program the opportunity to participate in
vibrant internships that allow them to grow personally
and professionally.
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?
did You Know?

At WRI, we believe nothing should deter a person from seeking
a quality education. Our student-led, social justice movement is
strategically based where disenfranchised people have the best
opportunity to improve their lives: the nation’s leading public
university, City University of New York (CUNY). Our collaboration
with CUNY strengthens our academic programs and gives students
direct access to respected thought leaders versed in both current and
historical economic and education policies that affect poor and lowincome populations.

One of our esteemed Faculty Advisors is Professor Sigmund Shipp,
Associate Professor Urban Affairs and Planning, Hunter College; Ph.D.
in City and Regional Planning with a concentration in Economic and
Community Development, Cornell University. Professor Shipp recently
co-authored a perceptive op-ed addressing the key implications of the
perceived invisibility of white poverty in the public eye and in media.
Here is an excerpt from his thought-provoking piece:
The invisibility, if that is the correct term, of white poverty
is not a benign situation. The denial of white poverty has
led to the social construction of the poor as being solely a
person or family of color. The connotations are negative and
problematic with political implications. The belief that poverty
is solely a black or brown issue fragments the society along
racial lines. This fragmentation dilutes the possibility for
class solidarity that is needed to push for health, housing,
education, and employment reforms. The racialization of
poverty, as our research and other recent studies, indicate is
an invalid perspective; the brush stroke needs to be broaden.
Given its significance, white poverty must become a part of
the discussion about poverty and the search for solutions to
resolve this social dilemma.”

did you know
Welfare rights
initiative has a
faculty Advisory
Board
with over
combined years
of teaching and
scholarship on
poverty discourse?

125

WeLfAre righTS iNiTiATive
fACULTY AdviSorY BoArd:

professor Mimi Abramovitz
professor linda Alcoff
professor Margaret Chin
professor stephen loffredo
professor susan turner-Meiklejohn
professor terry Mizrahi
professor Janet poppendieckemeritus.
professor sigmund shipp
professor ruth sidel-emeritus.
dean Madlyn stokely
professor Jeanne weiler

We appreciate the commitment of our Faculty Advisory Board members and look forward to their
future involvement with our students and support of WRI’s policy agenda.
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NYS edUCATioN BiLLS:

restore hope and expand Life options

WRI is collaborating with advocates and
community coalitions to promote two timely
education access bills.

400 groups from all over NYS; The Office of Temporary and
Disability Assistance (OTDA), CUNY, and a diverse range of
elected officials, SUNY presidents, Empire Justice Center, Legal
Aid, YWCA and the Federation of Protestant Welfare Agencies.

Assembly and Senate bills #A3473/S1419 would amend New
York State (NYS) social services law in relation to public
assistance employment programs.

Students debunk the welfare stereotypes and myths that
underpin common objections to policy changes. At a
2013 Albany rally, WRI student advocate Christina Chaise, spoke
on behalf of young adults like her who face severe obstacles that
compromise her college degree. Christina shared her experiences
as a resident of public housing and a recipient of public
assistance by saying,

These bills effectively expand the states definition of education
and training to include, among other programs, baccalaureate
degree programs. In February 2008, the federal Department of
Health and Human Services (HHS) issued final TANF (Temporary
Assistance for Needy Families) regulations increasing access
to education to four-year-college (baccalaureate) and other
programs. Mind-bogglingly, the NYS bills have been introduced
repeatedly over the past 5 years and not passed. So often, we
find welfare stereotypes and misinformation lead to lack of
attention and block open policy discussions.
Nevertheless, we are undeterred. We know passage of these bills
would be a major victory for all New Yorkers. The legislation
will enable more poor and low-income families to move from
welfare to work while still pursuing higher education as a viable
pathway out of poverty. The Center for an Urban Future reports
that increasing the average level of schooling by one year and
more can increase economic growth rate by 5-15%. A rise in
individual family income will deliver a boost to the city and
state’s economy and create a stronger work force as more people
become equipped to secure better jobs.
We are not alone, WRI collaborators include: NYS Empire
State Economic Security Campaign (ES2) representing over

“I had internalized the stereotype society imposes upon the
people of my community. Well, I am here today to shatter
that perception and provide a true resolution that can
address poverty: higher education”
To help pass this law this year, students and alumni look
forward to building relationships through meetings in Albany
and around the state. Our students build skills for dialogue and
gain the experience of framing policy discussions, planning
meetings that connect with the real-lives and authentic
voices of all participants.
As we strategize for the 2014 legislative session, we ask
everyone to write and call your NY State Senator and let them
know about the legislation. The senate bill S1419 is the big
challenge to pass. Tell your senator, “I support S1419 and want
to know that you will too.” Please email WRI if you need help
or to let us know what your Senator says in response. Every call
and email brings us closer to victory.

•
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ALUMNi

CorNer

It is incredibly rewarding when we hear about the academic progress and
career accomplishments of our inspiring alumni. These success stories
demonstrate how personal persistence and removing barriers to higher
education truly pays off! In this issue, we share updates from a few of
outstanding Welfare Rights Initiative alumi.

honored Scholars and fellows!

Claudia vargas, Community Leadership Program, Cohort 18
This past summer, Claudia was selected as an Academic Research Consortium Scholar at the University of California, Santa Barbara. Claudia received hands-on mentoring, advanced introduction to
economics, and exposure to a host of academic professionals workshops in preparation for graduate
school. Claudia was also accepted to the fall 2013 cohort of Mellon Fellows at Hunter College
Charma White, Community Leadership Program, Cohort 15
Charma is a licensed social worker (LMSW) and stationed at a NYC high school. She works as a
liaison between the high school and a mental health clinic. Charma wants to pursue a PhD in the
future. Charma credits WRI by saying, ““My time in the program gave me a solid foundation for
this job. Thanks WRI!”
roxanna henry, Community Leadership Program, Cohort 7 & WRI Legal Advocacy Organizer is
currently pursuing her Masters of Social Work degree at the Silberman School of Social Work. She
was awarded the 2013 Amy Watkins Scholarship in honor of her commitment to issues of social
justice and social change. The scholarship has been established by fellow students at the Hunter
College School of Social Work as a tribute to Amy’s life and to the ideas she dedicated herself to as
a social worker.

degree News!

This May, Belay Wmarian and gardelyn Bonilla (Cohort 18) earned their MSW degrees from
the Silberman School of Social Work at Hunter College. Beatrice Lopez (Cohort 2) earned her
second Master’s in School Leadership
from Fordham University.

“Back to School”
to get Ahead!

Several WRI alum are pursuing
graduate studies this fall, including:
Sofia davilla (Cohort 16), Master’s
program in Urban Studies at CUNYHunter College; Tyiesha hopkins
(Cohort 16), Master’s in Education
at CUNY-Hunter College; Cherise
Lashley (Cohort 17), Master’s in
Rehabilitation Counseling at CUNYHunter College; Fordham University;
Christina Chaise (Cohort 18)
Master’s studies at Teachers College,
Columbia University.
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Celebrating Achievement
Against All odds
This spring,
Welfare Rights
Initiative honored
the achievements
of 20 Hunter
students who
completed the
organization’s
two-semester
Community
Leadership Program
at our annual benefit
gala. This festive
celebration also is
a graduation ceremony
of sorts to recognize
the spirit, tenacity and
academic successes of our
students.
This year’s event was another
wonderful gathering of exceptional
people and organizations that
inspire and support WRI’s mission to
open up life opportunities through
education. In addition to student
honors, WRI presented awards
to Hunter College Professor Tom
Angotti and Picture the Homeless
organizers Kendall Jackman and
Ryan Hickey for their communitybased housing collaboration; and
outstanding alumni Beatrice LopezTucker, Michelle Rivera and Irma V.
Williams.

college degrees. Attending family members,
friends, and WRI partners were moved as
each graduate stepped to the microphone and
shared stories of transformation during the
acceptance speeches.

“My mom traveled
all the way from
Japan to be a part
of my celebration
as a graduate of
Wri’s Community
Leadership Program.”

WRI Cohort 18 student Valerie Velez captured
how her experience sparked her desire to be a
strong community leader saying,
“being a part of WRI has opened my eyes to
what’s keeping so many people in perpetual
poverty. It has also taught me that the desire to
eradicate social injustices and bring about great
change is how we unify.”

WRI appreciates the generosity of CUNY
—Keiko Matsuura, Cohort 18 Senior Vice Chancellor Jay Hershenson; Robert
Jacobson and Marilyn Gelber; Marion S.
Kaplan; Howard Sontag; CWA Local 1180; Dr.
Gala guests enjoyed good food,
entertainment and bidding in a silent auction to raise funds
Robert Cordero; College of Staten Island; Stephen Loffredo;
for WRI’s year-round workshops, advocacy programs and
Melinda K. Lackey; Terry Mizrahi; and Janet Poppendieck and
policy work that assists low-income students pursuing
Woody Goldberg for sponsoring this year’s event.

•
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access education.
ignite possibility.

Are you part of Wri’s alumni community?

We would love to hear from you

Jo i

today. Please contact us to share your ideas and stories for the spring 2014 edition of WriTe NoW.

Th e Move M e N T

STAff
Maureen Lane
CO-ExECUTIvE DIRECTOR

help inspire more
lives of leadership
Welfare Rights Initiative assists college students on public assistance
as they strive for a better future. They have big dreams. They yearn
for a life of value and contribution that is free from shame and far
from poverty.
As a nonprofit, we rely on private support to address a growing need.
In the past 19 years, WRI has helped 5,000 CUNY students stay on
track academically. Every dollar raised sends a signal that poverty is
not an option.
WOn’t yOu jOIn OuR mOvement? Your tax-deductible
donation supports low-income New Yorkers pursuing positive
transformation and financial freedom through higher education.
Please contact dillonna@wri-ny.org or call 212-650-3569 to learn
how you can make a difference.

Dillonna C. Lewis
CO-ExECUTIvE DIRECTOR

Roxanna Henry
LEgAL ADvOCATE ORgANIzER

WELFARE RIgHTS
INITIATIvE
695 Park Avenue
New York, NY
10065
212-650-3592

www.wri-ny.org

